The presence of traces of iron and copper ions during gamma-irradiation does not result in clear mutational hot spots in the lacI gene.
Oxidative radicals, which are produced during ionizing irradiation of DNA in water, damage the DNA and may result in mutations, which are in general randomly distributed. Alternatively, the addition of transition metal ions, like iron or copper, to DNA in combination with H(2)O(2) and a reducing agent also results in the production of oxidative radicals. Due to binding of the transition metal ions to DNA, the production of these radicals is very local, and results in a mutational spectrum in which the mutations are not randomly distributed. If transition metal ions are complexed to the DNA during irradiation, and react with radiation-induced species such as hydrogen peroxide, site-specific formation of.OH radicals on these sites may occur, leading to the formation of mutational hot spots. This study examines the influence of the presence of traces of iron or copper ions during gamma-irradiation of plasmid DNA in water, on the possible formation of mutational hot spots in the lacI gene. Comparison of the mutational spectra, after irradiation in the presence or in the absence of transition metal ions, shows that there are indeed relatively more positions in the lacI gene where more than one mutation occurs, suggesting formation of mutational hot spots in the presence of transition metal ions. However, the appearance of these hot spots is rather weak. Although in all three mutational spectra G:C to A:T mutations are predominant, there are also some differences between the types of mutations in these spectra. These differences in mutational spectra might reflect the different preferences of iron and copper ions to bind specific sites in the DNA. Indeed, there appears to be a high association of mutations at CC or GG sites in the mutational spectrum in the presence of copper ions, confirming the observation that copper binds preferably at two adjacent guanines in the DNA. It can be concluded from this study that the presence of small amounts of transition metal ions during gamma-irradiation influences the types and distribution of gamma-radiation-induced mutations, although no major mutational hot spots can be observed.